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u Develops mathematical 
understanding
Math Talk in the Standards
u In order to be "mathematically 
proficient," Common Core State Standards for 
Mathematical Practices require students to:
u Critically analyze the math problems
u Justify their conclusions
u Communicate what one has learned, using 
mathematical definitions to clearly and accurately 
explain their reasoning
u Construct viable arguments and critique the 
reasoning of others
u http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/
Math Talk Is Not Happening
u Discussions aren't happening frequently 
enough
u In classrooms with culture of 
active participation, both silent and 
vocal active participants made similar 
gains (O'Connor, 2017)
u Suggests that it is important that math talk 
is happening in math class; silent and vocal 
students benefit










Focus: Teacher Talk Moves
Purpose of the Study
u Investigate the variations in three 
second-grade teachers’ 
implementation of a number sense 
curriculum, in particular the variations 
in the ways they used Talk Moves to 
encourage students’ engagement in 
classroom discussions.
u Long Term Goal: To improve number 
sense instruction in early elementary 
grades.
Research Questions
1. How frequently did teachers use each 
of the Talk Moves?
2. What is the relationship between the 
frequency of teachers’ use of Talk 
Moves and students’ engagement 
rates?
3. What is the relationship between the 
frequency of teachers’ use of Talk 
Moves and students’ achievement 
scores?
Methods








u 3 teachers in public and charter schools
u 45 students
u Second-grade mathematics classrooms
Instructional Treatment:




Quick Images Examples 
Week 1 Week 4 Week 8 
Data Sources
• Instructional Treatment




• Field Notes (2-3 Target Students and 
randomized comparison students)
Engagement
• Number Sense – Pre/ Post Test (45 
students)Achievement
Data Analysis
• Teacher Talk Moves:





• Frequency counts of students’ active 











1.How frequently did teachers 


















Frequencies of Talk Moves
Allen Baker Hall
Talk Move: Adding On 
Student 1: I saw 4 in a row going down.
Teacher: How many columns of 4? Show me how 
many columns of 4 we can see with your fingers 
(to whole class).
All Students: Holding up six fingers
Teacher: So 6 columns of 4
Student 2: So is that 6x4? (Student 1 shaking his 
head yes)
Teacher: Student 1 said that is exactly what he 
was trying to say.
Student 3: …and then 6x8 is 48.
Teacher: 6x8 is 48. How did you get 6x8?...Let’s 
build on your good thinking.
Student 3: Student 2 said, 4x6, yes that is true, 
but I counted all rows of 6 and I put them 
together.
Teacher: So you did rows of 6?
Student 3: I counted the bottom rows too so its 
going to be 8.
Teacher: So that is how you found 6x8?
2. What is the relationship between the 










































Average Passive/Active Engagement 
3. What is the relationship between the 


































u Small sample size and the general 
complexities of classroom cultures 
and environments.
u We are careful to not make causal 
claims.
Conclusion
u RQ 1: Revoicing was the most common 
talk move used by teachers in our study. 
One teacher used repeating and adding on 
more than the other teachers.
u RQ 2: This preliminary visual analysis 
suggests that Ms. Baker’s use of adding on 
moves might have contributed to higher 
rates of student engagement.
u RQ 3: There was not a relationship 
between talk moves and achievement.
We are members of the
Early Mathematics
Research Group
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